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Both the database 1 and data mining communities have studied stream processing. Specialized data stream management systems (DSMSs) are on the market, and DSMS features are appearing in major database products, such as Oracle and DB2. Online stream mining applies in many contexts, such as in computer network traffic for intrusion detection, in Web searches for online recommendations, 2 and in sensor data for automated real-time decision making. These applications represent a paradigm change in information processing techniques, because data streams are processed on the fly, without being stored, and processing units produce their results without explicit invocation.
DSMSs are designed to process real-time parallel queries over possibly bursty data, but they cannot perform reasoning tasks as complex as those required to answer our sample queries. Understanding and interpreting the Twitter phenomenon (and many other data streams) requires connecting quick and concise real-world streams to rich background knowledge bases. This combination is crucial for several reasons. It enables
• understanding the topics discussed in the streams with the help of topic taxonomies, • recommending the most attractive movies to particular user profiles, and • predicting future behaviors based on the analysis of past behaviors (such as movie attendance).
These few examples show the need for connecting data-stream-processing techniques with both inductive and deductive reasoning methods to support social media analytics. We believe that this is a good example of how the stream reasoning 3 research area enables the merging of data streams and rich background knowledge.
Extending reasoning methods to support changing knowledge is a known challenge for the reasoning community. In deductive reasoning, various methods exist to revise beliefs based on recent information. In inductive reasoning, a body of research in data mining and machine learning already supports online data analysis. However, little work has been done on applying machine learning to streams as rich and structured as those we consider here. We believe that data streams are an ideal model for changes occurring in the real world, as well as a suitable means to delimit the source and the nature of change, clearly separating the static and dynamic parts of knowledge. This separation, both conceptual and technological, lets us use existing systems for data-stream management and for inductive or deductive reasoning. In our approach, RDF streams, together with an extension of the SPARQL language for continuous queries, are the "glue" that interconnect deductive and inductive reasoning.
Stream Reasoning
The combination of deductive and inductive stream reasoning extends the notion of pure stream reasoning, which involves reasoning in real time on huge and possibly noisy data streams to support numerous concurrent decision processes.
We can characterize stream reasoning with respect to three key concepts in stream processing: 4 • Streams. Data streams are unbounded sequences of time-varying data elements that form a continuous flow of information. Recent updates are more relevant because they describe the current state of a dynamic system. Because RDF is the data interchange format for reasoners, we start with the notion that RDF streams are the fuel for stream reasoning. We define RDF streams as ordered sequences of pairs, made of RDF triples and their timestamps T i :
Timestamps are annotations of RDF triples. We are pursuing our stream reasoning vision within the LarKC project (www.larkc.eu), 5 with the goal of developing a platform for reasoning on massive heterogeneous information such as social media data. The platform has a pluggable architecture to exploit techniques and heuristics from diverse areas such as databases, machine learning, and the Semantic Web.
In previous research, 6, 7 we specified a general, flexible architecture for reasoning over data streams and rich background knowledge, within the LarKC conceptual architecture, 5 to leverage existing DSMS and SPARQL engines. We introduced continuous SPARQL (C-SPARQL) as a SPARQL extension for expressing continuous queries over RDF graphs and RDF streams. 6, 8 We elaborated on the deductive reasoning support to C-SPARQL, proposing an efficient incremental technique that exploits the transient nature of streams for maintaining the materialization of their ontological entailments. 7 S o c i a l M e d i a a n a l y t i c S a n d i n t e l l i g e n c e
The challenges of inductive stream reasoning are
• the large amount of information that must be processed in a given time window, • the structured multirelational nature of the data, • the sparsity of the typically highdimensional data, and • the fact that the data is often incomplete.
Researchers have described a machine learning approach suitable for this challenging data situation called the Statistical Unit Node Set (SUNS) learning approach. 9 Later work then extended the approach for online inductive reasoning. 10 Figure 1 shows the architecture of a simple stream reasoner that consists of a set of specialized plug-ins within the LarKC platform. A selection plug-in extracts the relevant data in each input stream by exploiting the DSMS's window-processing ability. The window content is fed into a second plug-in that abstracts from finegrained data streams into aggregated events and produces RDF streams as output. A SPARQL engine that can operate under different entailment regimes constitutes the deductive reasoner plug-in. C-SPARQL queries are directly registered in the deductive reasoner. The results can be used immediately or by two more subworkflows, both consisting of an abstracter and an inductive reasoner. As we explained earlier, the inferences of the two inductive reasoners can be queried using an extended version of SPARQL that supports probabilities. 9 We can extend this simple setup by arbitrarily combining and iterating the deductive and inductive reasoners. For example, it might be helpful to feed the findings of the inductive reasoner back to the deductive reasoner to deduce further knowledge.
Experimental Data
We based our experiments on Glue (http://getglue.com), a social network that lets users connect to each other and share Web navigation experiences. In addition, Glue uses semantic recognition techniques to identify books, movies, and other similar topics and publishes them in the form of data streams. Users can observe the streams and receive recommendations on interesting findings from their friends.
Both the social network data and the real-time streams are accessible via Web APIs. Our experiments built on adapters 11 that export Glue data as RDF streams. Figure 2 gives UML descriptions of the entities and relationships in the experiments.
Users have online names, and they know and follow other users using well-known Semantic Web vocabularies, 12 such as the Friend of a Friend (FOAF) vocabulary for user names and the knows relationship, and the Semantically Interlinked Online Communities (SIOC) for the follows relationship. Objects represent real-world entities (such as movies or books) with a name and category. Resources represent information sources that describe the actual objects, such as webpages about a particular movie or book. For vocabularies, we used rdfs:label for the names and skos:subject to link an object to its category, by means of the subject attribute. Moreover, we used categories identifiers from the YAGO knowledge base.
The information we have described so far is static background knowledgethat is, in the experiments we assumed that the background knowledge is stable in a period comparable with the size of a window. Of course, we allow updates to this information that do not interfere with window processing. We also have streaming information, namely the notifications of the users' behaviors with respect to resources (and, transitively, to objects). The accesses, likes, and dislikes relationships represent the events occurring when users access resources or express opinions about them. We refer to this vocabulary with the prefix sd. Quite straightforwardly, each interaction of a generic user U with a resource R generates a triple of the form <U, sd:accesses, R>, and selected interactions generate triples of the form <U, sd:likes, R> and <U, sd:dislikes, R >. Figure 3a shows examples of possible triples.
Stream Reasoning at Work
To demonstrate stream reasoning, we start with an example of social media analysis performed by a C-SPARQL query under simple RDF entailment. Then, we explain how we express complex conditions using the rule profile of OWL2 (OWL2-RL) and we explain how our deductive stream reasoner can efficiently answer C-SPARQL queries under OWL2-RL entailment.
c-SPArQL under Simple rDF Entailment
Like SPARQL, C-SPARQL can be executed under multiple entailment regimes (see www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-entailment). Under simple RDF entailment, C-SPARQL does not require reasoning, but it is already useful. For instance, we can use it to discover causal relationships between different users' actions in Glue (see Figure 3b) .
In Figure 3b , lines 1 and 3 tell the C-SPARQL engine to register the stream of interactions Glue generates. They also tell the C-SPARQL engine to observe the stream through a 30-minute window that slides every five minutes. Line 2 tells the engine to generate an RDF stream as output. 
applied to streaming triples to avoid ambiguity. Also, the query filters out actions of type "accesses" that are normally required before expressing an opinion such as "like" or "dislike." Finally, the HAVING clause distinguishes potential opinion makers from actual opinion makers, checking that at least three followers imitated their behavior.
As an alternative to C-SPARQL, two additional approaches are streaming SPARQL 13 and time-annotated SPARQL. 14 Both languages introduce windows, but only C-SPARQL brings the notion of continuous processing, typical of stream processing, into the language. All other proposals rely on permanently storing the stream and processing it with one-shot queries. Moreover, only C-SPARQL proposes an extension to SPARQL to support aggregates. This extension permits optimizations that push, whenever possible, aggregate computations as close as possible to the raw data streams. 6 
c-SPArQL and Deductive Stream reasoning
Running C-SPARQL queries under expressive OWL reasoning regimes widens the spectrum of analysis that the stream reasoner can perform. For instance, we might define a "movie opinion maker" as an opinion maker who recently liked only movies. Figure 4a shows the OWL definition of users who like only movies.
This ontological definition can be used in the C-SPARQL query in Figure 4b . For instance, if a window contains the triples in Figure 4c , then Giulia is an instance of UserOnlyInterestInMovies, while John is not (he also liked a book).
Evaluating the query in Figure 4 requires reasoning both on the triples in the window and on the background knowledge about objects described in Glue. In particular, the reasoner must check if users match the ontological definition before checking if they are opinion makers. The deductive stream reasoner must know the ontological definition and combine the RDF stream with relevant background knowledge about movies and books-that is, it must know that Wuthering Heights is a book while the other items are movies. Existing techniques for performing this reasoning task include incremental maintenance of materialized views in logic, 15 graph databases, 16 extensions of the RETE algorithm for incremental rule-based reasoning, 17 and recent attempts to apply incremental reasoning in description logics. 18 All these methods operate incrementally, but none are explicitly dedicated to data stream processing. In a previous work, 7 we proposed a technique for efficiently computing this class of C-SPARQL queries that incrementally maintains a materialization of ontological entailments exploiting the transient nature of streaming data. By adding expiration time information to each RDF triple, we show that it is possible to compute a new complete, correct materialization whenever the window slides by dropping expired statements and entailments and then only adding the deductions that depend on the new triples that entered the window.
Inductive Stream reasoning using c-SPArQL
Still wondering about Giulia, we can query which movies Giulia will like the most, even if she has not seen them yet. The answer is built for an ad hoc query; the system uses the last window in the stream to determine such predicted probability (see Figure 5a ).
At line 3 in Figure 5a , the construct WITH PROB extends SPARQL by letting it query an inducted model. The variable ?prob assumes the value 1 for the movies she has watched and assumes the estimated probabilities between 0 and 1 for the next movies she would like to watch. The clause ORDER BY is used to return movies sorted by decreasing the probabilities. The query answer includes pairs of movie title and predicted likelihood (see Figure 5b) .
To run inductive reasoning on semantic data, we use the SUNS learning approach. First, we define the statistical unit, population, sampling procedure, and features. A statistical unit is an object of a certain type, such as a user. The population is the set of statistical units under consideration. For instance, in the experiments we describe here, we define population as Glue social network users. For training models we sample a subset from the population. Then, based on the sample, the SUNS constructs data matrices by transforming the set of RDF triples related to statistical units into matrices. The rows in the matrix stand for instances of a statistic unit and columns represent their features derived from the associated RDF graph. The binary entries one and zero represent the truth values "true" and "unknown" of the corresponding triples. Suppose that rows are users and columns are movies. A 1 in the (i, j) entry in the matrix indicates that the i-th user rates the j-th movie as liked; otherwise, it is unknown whether that user likes that movie.
After the transformation, we perform a multivariate analysis of the data matrices. Multivariate prediction methods are especially suited for challenging data situations: large scale, multirelational, high dimensional, and highly sparse. The multivariate modeling problem can be solved via singular value decomposition (SVD), nonnegative matrix factorization (NNMF), 19 and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). 20 All three approaches estimate unknown matrix entries via a low-rank matrix approximation. NNMF is a decomposition under the constraints that all terms in the factoring matrices are nonnegative, while LDA is based on a Bayesian treatment of a generative topic model. (Recently, we developed a regularized SVD that is rather insensitive on the rank used in the matrix factorization step.) After matrix completion, the 0 entries are replaced with certainty values representing the likelihood that the corresponding triples are true. We have investigated the performance of these methods in offline and online settings, following different sampling strategies. 10 In this context, online setting means that the trained model is applied to predict relationships between entities at query time, including the new entities unseen in the training data set. S o c i a l M e d i a a n a l y t i c S a n d i n t e l l i g e n c e
In our example, the user is the main entity of interest (and the reasoner's statistical unit). Each user is involved in a number of relationships, such as interests in movies, books, and other items; the friendship relationships; and the follows relationship. All data is referred to users and is described by RDF triples, expressing that users "relate" to objects. C-SPARQL continuously delivers new windows of (aggregated) features to the inductive reasoning, and the results of C-SPARQL are transformed into a data matrix, which becomes the input for the inductive reasoner. At predefined time intervals, a learning module applies a multivariate analysis to the data matrices. A second learning module, called the hype model, monitors rapid changes. Two data matrices-a hype matrix and a longterm matrix-contain short-term trends and long-term information, respectively. The hype matrix is simply populated with the current window content, whereas the long-term matrix is continuously updated and evolves over time.
Evaluation
To evaluate our approach, we first used a stress test to show its scalability and then evaluated its applicability to a real case. We show that each architectural component separately applies orthogonal optimizations, yielding an efficient solution when one system's output is fed as input to the next system.
Performance and Scalability Evaluation
As in earlier work, 11 we compared a C-SPARQL query's execution time in our deductive stream reasoner to the execution time of an equivalent SPARQL query on ARQ (http://jena. sourceforge.net/ARQ) with inference support. We ran the tests for the query on a Pentium Core 2 Quad 2.0 GHz with a 2-GBbyte RAM.
A little change to the schema to represent interactions allows writing an equivalent SPARQL query (see Figure 6 ). The code in bold adds two BTPs (lines 4 and 8) that match the creation date of the interaction and four filter conditions (lines 10 through 13) that select the same time interval of the C-SPARQL query. Notably, the C-SPARQL syntax is more handy and terse.
We registered the C-SPARQL query in our engine, fed RDF triples into our engine at a rate of 200 triples per second (t/s), and measured the time required to compute the answer. Using ARQ, we executed the equivalent SPARQL query six times against repositories containing a growing number of triples and again measured the time required to compute each answer. Figure 7 shows the results. By comparing the linear regressions of the two experiments-Linear(SPARQL) and Linear(C-SPARQL 200 t/s)-we see that the C-SPARQL window-based selection performs significantly better than the FILTER-based selection of SPARQL in Jena.
Evaluation on a real case Scenario
To prove the effectiveness of stream reasoning for social media analytics, we evaluated the accuracy of top-N movie recommendations. First, we compared diverse inductive reasoning approaches with common recommendation methods, some of which were realized by deductive stream reasoning. Second, we examined the performance of the combination of both inductive and deductive streaming reasoning.
To gather a data set for the evaluation, we used a predefined C-SPARQL query and then transcoded and stored the output RDF streams into FILTER (?opinion != sd:accesses) && 10.
?dateOpinionM > "2010-02-12T13:00:00Z"^^xsd:dateTime && 11.
?dateOpinionM < "2010-02-12T13:30:00Z"^^xsd:dateTime && 12.
?dateOpinionF > "2010-02-12T13:00:00Z"^^xsd:dateTime && a data matrix. The matrix was continuously updated between 19 February to 22 April 2010. Finally, we selected 245,860 interactions made by 2,457 users. In particular, we examined the interactions of the "liked movies" relationship. The transformed data matrix was extremely sparse with only 0.002 percent nonzero elements. To make statistically significant evaluations, we removed all users with almost no interactions and items that were evaluated less than five times.
After pruning, the resulting subset consisted of 1,455 users and 7,724 features, with a sparsity of 0.02 percent. The item most specified by users was the "liked movies" relation with 2,467 movies. "Liked music," "liked recording_artists," "liked movie-stars," "liked tv_shows," and "liked video_ games" were specified 1,378, 1,241, 592, 592 and 579 times, respectively. The remaining 18 features were mentioned less than 250 times.
Since they are the most easily adaptable to the dynamic setting, we applied SVD and regularized SVD for movie recommendations. As baseline methods, we first used a global "liked movie" list carried out by a simple registered C-SPARQL query (see Figure 8) .
Second, we extracted the "most liked" movies of a person's friends, also calculated via a corresponding registered C-SPARQL query (not shown). Third, we applied the k-nearest neighbour (kNN) regression, using the same user-based and movie-based similarity measures. 21 We carefully tuned parameters of each method using cross validation. Figure 9a shows the evaluation results-the percentage of truly liked movies in the top N recommendations where N = 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50. First, SVD and regularized SVD outperformed all baseline methods. In particular, the regularized SVD performed much better than any other method and was robust and insensitive on its parameters, as expected. Second, both kNN lines are above the baselines, meaning that the users and the items collected share some common regularity. For example, users who like the same actors are likely to watch movies that feature them. Taking such additional features into account significantly improves the accuracy of movie recommendations. Of course, SVD and regularized SVD exploit the data regularity as well. Third, the two baseline methods almost completely overlapped. The reason might be that most users would like to watch movies from the same global list of the most-popular movies rather than considering their friends' preferences.
In the second part of our empirical study, we experimented with combining the output of the deductive and the inductive reasoning module. In this scenario, the inductive module models long-term user preferences, which in this experiment, is trained only on data more than 30 days old. It is quite reasonable to assume that the long-term preference model is updated only at larger intervals because the required computations can be quite costly if we avoid subsampling. The deductive reasoning module contributes predictions in the form of "most liked," which simply aggregates recent recommendations to capture the short-term trends of "hype." S o c i a l M e d i a a n a l y t i c S a n d i n t e l l i g e n c e Strictly speaking, the latter is also an inductive process, but the deductive component inherently supports aggregation as well. The short-term trend could have been predicted by a multivariate analysis similar to the long-term module and combined in a comparable way to the deductive module's output. However, Figure 9b clearly shows that the combination of the long-term inductive model and the "most liked" deductive model outperforms both separated methods. Experiments with more sophisticated hype modules and the exploration of different combination schemes are part of future work.
T his article illustrates a sequential integration between two existing stream reasoning environments within the LarKC platform. However, the LarKC pluggable architecture also allows for other forms of integration with reasoners sharing the same RDF resources, freely reacting to RDF streams, and mutually interacting.
Interesting future work would be applying the integrated reasoning framework to other social networks, such as Twitter and Facebook.
Temporal aspects of relational learning are currently finding increasing interest. Ongoing work concerns novel extensions of the SUNS approach to handle time-dependent semantic data sets and the C-SPARQL approach to support more expressive entailment regimes. 
